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DC Thomson and Wild in Art are delighted to 
announce a £20,000 opportunity to develop, design 
and construct a unique Oor Wullie sculpture. 
One which incorporates creative innovation and 
technology as part of the world’s first nationwide 
public art trail, Oor Wullie’s BIG Bucket Trail.

We invite proposals from creative groups and individuals, 
including but not limited to, Academia and Industry, 
Engineers, Architects, Product and Industrial Designers, 
Sculptors, Builders, Games Industry, Technologists,  
Artists and Makers of all kinds.  

We want michty big ideas that will transform  
the original OWBBT sculpture into a unique,  
ambitious, and spectacular product.

The winning design will receive a production  
budget of £20,000 as well as support from  
consultants and artists, to ensure the concept is  
delivered to the exacting standards required of  
work to be installed in public spaces.

Oor Wullie’s BIG Bucket Trail will see 200 life-sized fibreglass Oor Wullie sculptures taking to the streets 
of Scotland’s major cities to raise vital funds for the nation’s children’s hospital charities. From the 17th 
June, for eleven weeks, over 1 million people will take part in this this dynamic public art trail. Each of the 
200 sculptures will be individually decorated by artists, each reflecting an expression of Scotland’s unique 
cultural identity.

In addition to the sculptures being individually designed using traditional media, there is real scope to 
create a visionary, visually bold, expressive and memorable design and offer something truly unique to this 
and future Wild in Art campaigns. 

A nationwide PR & Media campaign will accompany Oor Wullie’s BIG Bucket Trail and the successful 
submission will receive an exclusive coverage. 

We are looking for imaginative works 
where artistry, creativity, technological 
interests and Oor Wullie collide.

Summary

General Information



We would like you to outline a proposal detailing how you would combine your passion, skills and 
forward-thinking approach to technology to create a completely unique and innovative design which will 
engage the citizens of Scotland through their favourite son – Oor Wullie!! 

Ideas could include but are not limited to:

• human–robot interaction

• sensor technologies

• vision systems and imaging

• wireless communications

• analogue and digital electronics

• mechatronics design

• Use of sound and light technologies

• digital gaming and augmented reality

The design solution must be durable, weather 
resistant, adhere to health and safety regulations, 
specified dimensions and be easily maintained.  
The submission must outline how these 
requirements will be addressed. 

This is an exceptional opportunity to play a 
significant part in creating a truly memorable 
year in Scotland. Plus, the popularity of these 
events ensures that your creativity will have a 
mass audience as hundreds of thousands visit the 
Trail and interact through social media. 

Submission Details (deadline March 11, 2019)
•   Inquiries to: neil@oorwullie.com or 07960 162 223

•  If you have an idea for the project but are not sure about the practicalities or timeline, please contact us.

•   PLEASE REMEMBER: applying early is smart as there will be numerous applicants submitting at the  
 last days/moments of deadline.

Key Dates
Activity Date 

Deadline for Full Proposals 11 March 2019 at 18:00 

Competition decision W/C 18 March 2019 

Sculpture Completion date 12 May 2019

OWBBT live date 17 June 2019

The Brief

Funding Available 
£20,000 to support the fabrication of the winning design.

Assessment Process 
Proposals will be assessed by an expert panel and responses 
offered to all those who submitted. 

Contacts 
Neil Cooney, OWBBT  
T 07960 162 223  E neil@oorwullie.com 

Charlie Langhorn, WIA 
E charlie@wildinart.co.uk



To apply for this commission, we require a short proposal containing:

•  An initial 360 sketch or design

•  A design statement describing the theme / idea

•  A description of the materials you are proposing to use

•  A description of fabrication and installation methods

•  A CV and/or evidence of previous work

How to Apply

‘This is our first ever nationwide 
event with the potential to reach 
every child in Scotland. We hope 
that the country’s industries and 
businesses, together with cultural 
and education providers, recognise 
the great benefits of getting 
involved as well as the positives for 
local communities, tourism, and the 
three children’s hospital charities.’
Charlie Langhorne, Director of Wild in Art

Those submitting should be minded to ensure the initial sketch or design along with the artist 
statement describing the theme consists of no more than 2 sheets of A4 or 1 sheet of A3 in total.

This campaign may be unconventional, challenging and unexpected. By submitting an application, you 
are agreeing to take part fully, enthusiastically and constructively!

Campaign information:
www.oorwullie.com  
www.facebook.com/OWBIGbuckettrail

Past Project Images: 
https://www.wildinart.co.uk/events/past-events/ 

This is an exceptional opportunity to play a significant part in creating a truly memorable year in 
Scotland. Plus, the popularity of these events ensures that your creativity will have a mass audience 
as hundreds of thousands visit the Trail and interact through social media. Wild in Art events also 
invariably generate exceptional media coverage, on and off-line.



H 1650mm 

W 1100mm L 1200mm 

40kg

Dimensions & Weight

The Oor Wullie sculpture has been created by Wild In Art under license with DC Thomson Media. It has 
been purposefully designed to act as a 3D blank canvas to enable artists to create their own unique work 
of art. The Oor Wullie sculptures are manufactured using a mixture of Class II fire retardant laminating 
resin and chopped, roving fibreglass over an initial brushed-on layer of polyester gel coat. Each sculpture 
is finished with a primer and is ready to paint.

For this ambitious and unique sculpture we are comfortable with, and actively recommend, the complete 
repurposing of the basic sculpture. While most of the sculptures will be displayed outside in the public 
domain and on concrete plinths, it is possible to use indoors facilities with full access to utilities – power, 
wifi, water, darkness etc. 

Sculpture Information



Oor Wullie Template


